
 I, Eva Petrič, also know as AngelHound have in my childhood years moved from Slovenia to 

Ethiopia, from India to Washington DC, from Virgina to Maryland, from USA to Europe, from 

Ljubljana to New York City, and from NYC to Vienna…At present i remain in flight between Vienna, 

New York City and Slovenia…  

 Since my take off,  i made a stop in my IB years at UNIS in New York CIty where i was selected to 

make a stop on my flight and take part in visual art courses for talented high school students at the 

Cooper Union School of art in NYC. I continued my flight from there till i reached my graduating in 

psychology and visual arts in Vienna (Webster University) and from there continued on my flight to complete my 

MFA studies in new media at the Transart Institute (Berlin, New York, Krems, with mentors Martina Corgnati and 

Lucien Clergue ).   

In the world of art I move  in between color and black and white, moving from analog shadow photographs to 

color digital staged ones, from video to poetry, from performance to site specific installations… 

      

... On my flight i have reached  38 solo exhibitons and 40 group exhibitions, from Vienna to Beijing, from New York  

to Buenos Aires, from Ljubljana to Philippines, from Belgrade to Venice… 

... On my journey, i have encountered both the inside and outside of bodies though my co-
operations with the transplantation center of the AKH in Vienna, the Heart clinic Favalore 
in Buenos Aires and the Medicor Heart Center in Slovenia… 

...I have flown between the expo and nano, to ESA and CERN …  
exploring the idea of borders, searching for the borders of the body, for the point where the body 
becomes the shadow and the shadow becomes the body, for the point where "I" becomes "you" and "you 
" becomes "I". I now continue flying, questioning: »Where does "i "become "you" and" you" become" i" ?«  
 
I continue my » ritualistic technique« of flying  from one place, one media to another, never staying long 
enough in one place or medium for it to become a box instead of a space.  
 
… you can see me at my current station at DŐB in Vienna: Ful speed sull power Nr. 1, 2, and 3, and Tin 
box: 

             
My next stations in 2016 will be: at the Hunt Gallery in St. Louis in Feb. , St. Stephans in Vienna in April, 
Washington DC in June, Expedithalle in Vienna in Sept., Butler institute of American Art in Ohio in Oct. 
 

I hope to see you...                    Eva                                                                                                      www.evapetric.com 


